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0 of 0 review helpful Challenging myths and the mindset of the true believer By Rafe Champion Richard Feynman 
ended ldquo The Pleasure of Finding Things Out rdquo with some thoughts on western civilization He suggested that 
we stand on two great heritages The first is the scientific spirit of adventure allied with the humility of the intellect The 
second is Christian ethics love the value of the individual and the hu Can humanity outlive its own myths With the 
champions of Atheism like Richard Dawkins and Sam Harris mdash the religious like gurus of self help such as 
Deepac Chopra and Echart Tolle mdash and the born again testimonials of media and megachurch preachers there s no 
lack of books claiming the most enlightened view on religion and spirituality In his book On the Side of a Fish 
POWilson makes no such claims of academic mastery religious authority or superior in About the Author New York 
Artist Poet Writer and Musical Composer who lives in Brooklyn where he paints mostly minimalist paintings and 
writes about possibilities 
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